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Topic: 

Why are Habesha's divorce rates much higher in the diaspora than back home? 

I was in an utter shock when I first came here; hearing almost every couple I 

know are divorced or about to divorce. Some answers I found after asking 

people to why the reason for this is: 

1. Money arguments between couples 

2. Lack of patience especially by the wives 

3. The fact that Habesha women work, earn money, and are independent 

in leading their own lives 

4. Women know their rights and available options 

5. A lot less social pressure of being stigmatized as "Hayam" 

6. Many "hadars" here are "nay cheneqew"- not easy to find the right 

person of your choice when you live dispersed in the Diaspora. 

7. And finally the elderly would say "qal-kidan Hasiru" or "fori godilu" 

What are your thoughts on this? Which one do you think is the biggest 

reason creating this problem? 

 

Posted by Elsa Michael 

May 10, 2013 
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Responses 

Zara Hiwot 

 @Elsa, mine is different to the list, because they want an easy way out! 

 Sabrina Sahle  

ab bayta zeywedQ zereba Elsa  

 Fitwi Yh  

All of them make sense with one execption-I'm not quite sure the meaning of 

#4 (women know their rights and available options). Pls elaborate 

 Heal Eritrea  

Women spoiled and men unfaithful  

 Das Hawya  

Eway ezghier tium ati brkti hji tebiatay( sorry for my machoism) discussion 

amtsiki ..I will be looking forward to hear peoples comments because i have 

no idea on that but i can see the importance of the issue .. 

 Daniel Mebrahtu Negusse  

#3 and #4 are probably more like it. #8. In a more free society, the traditional 

marriage, where one man lives with a wife, tends to have a shorter life span. 

many believe marriage is a man made institution that is very unnatural. if we 
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look at our close relatives, the chimps or other primates, they don't really have 

monogamous relationships, and we aren't really that different from them. so 

the more freedom people have, the more you see the true instinct come out. 

my two cents. 

you might wanna look at this: 

http://www.daily49er.com/opinion/marriage-is-unnatural-for-mammals-

including-humans-1.2454807#.UY2OLpWajZc 

 Sabrina Sahle  

How about communication? Think about it, let alone "ab Hadar", don't you see 

how we usually communicate in HA discussions? I say that's the core of either 

a healthy or unhealthy relationship. I also agree with the points that Elsa listed 

above except the "lack of patience especially by the wives". Why do we 

expect wives to be more patient? 

 Sabrina Sahle Daniel 

Interesting perspective emo kfataH domo mesleka?  

 Heal Eritrea  

Patience is a noble thing gifted to women unlike to men, but they instead 

prefer that of a man....then they regret it 

 Philmon Yohannes 
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How about the dilemma created when a close family member to either 

spouses suddenly show up in sudan or ethiopia? or the heavy financial load 

demanded by family back home ?I think almost every family faces more or 

less of these problems. 

 Iyob Tseggai  

6 is somehow reasonable ...looool...wehatwa gusemwa 

 Daniel Mebrahtu Negusse  

Sabrina Sahle, NO, doesn’t! 

 Yosief Josi  

“ሕልኽን ዘይምምሓርን መሰረት ፍትሕ እየን።” 

 Senait Tirfe  

I see most of my married friends are not honest with themselves and each 

other. 

 Daniel Mebrahtu Negusse  

Would have been interesting to see what Barnabas would say on this topic.  

 Iyob Tseggai  
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Senait, how many of those commenting on the page do you think are honest to 

themselves ? 

 Stefanos Tewolde  

Are you sure? 

 Sabrina Sahle  

Iyob ehi dea... nay "honesty" measurement scale ketedlyena eya el'kaya... 

 Iyob Tseggai  

Sabrina, I think so....abza edka teser kemza seat aythasu tbleka ms'thsu...lol 

 Iyob Tseggai  

Reality check 111, we come from conservative culture ....honesty is relative 

somehow,but how many of us are honest when it comes to relationship ,,,gual 

wala wedi... 

 Das Hawya  

#6 seems reasonable given the fact that its not easy to bring a girl/boy u love 

from eritrea .. # 5 & #3 also makes sense ... but i belive its not being 

independent(women) but unrespectful in a way we have grown up 

 Iyob Tseggai  
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Here you go, das Hawya with nick name is honest at list..6 ... 

 Das Hawya  

With all do u respect i have heard women try to revenge for all 

"mistreatements"they say endured from their husbands (when in eritrea) in the 

western countries using the freedom(unchained freedom) they get. Awaldna 

freedom terekiben manage mgbaru aykielion iyen wn semie aleku 

 Senait Tirfe  

Iyob, since I don't know any of them I'm hoping all of them or at lease most of 

them. 

 Kurubel Mobae  

"The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the 

Holy One is understanding." (Proverb 9:10)...... These days People go to 

church to get married, but only a handful of them know the depth and the 

height of the covenant they are entering before God. Our parents back home 

may not have as much worldly knowledge as we do, but they certainly feared 

the Lord. The ways of the Lord are peace and order not chaos and diverse. 

 Hochimin Berhane  

Simple! First tsebukat habeshana need to sing Christina Perri's a thousand 

years and after that aguabz sdetegnatat adina need to propose by singing 
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Bruno Mars's marry you. contract diu marriage ygermeni hade hade gzie. but 

if it is fir the better they divorced i think it is fine. 

 Berhan Araya  

Elsa Michael I think most of us were shocked by the 'Hadar'...issues in the 

Habesha community. I have similar questions to what you raised...and would 

like to share some of my thoughts...From my observation and talks..I found 

the big problem lies in the hands of Men. 1. Women change and adapt the 

situation in the West better than Men. While women start to enjoy the new 

found changes... men seem to complain about it. 2. Sending money to families 

back home...I noticed many men unhappy about sending money to both sides 

of the family based on need. Many complain about this issue and also 

Finance/management of the income. 3. Changed roles women may earn 

money while the husbands are still doing language study or having no job. 

This is a difficult task for a Man who used to go to café or bar after work 

hours. That is Unwillingness to share the household Chores.. babby sitting, 

dishwashing.....ON WOMEN side....1. Lack of patience, there is showllow 

tolerance to men, it is not bad by itself, however, if you as a women have been 

tolerating you husband back home of in refugee camp, then do it for some 

time in the West too. There is abrupt change of women's way of dealing to 

their husbands, "Kem Kedem Mesliwo" Ente Delyu Bukuts Yibel, ...its true 

things have changed and no more like before but Adapt the change slowly and 

carefully. There other thing is Welfare System in some countries...like Single 

mother gets more money, if the husband is not working ...Well ..the bastard 

out of the house and get more money, from the government. I have never tried 
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'hadar' at all...but learned a lot from observation and discussion. I live in 

Australia, If people can talk with examples of the countries they live, it would 

be easier to see things comparatively. 

 Elsa Michael  

Fitwi Yh, what I meant is that they know they have full rights and protections 

as much as men do. They also know that an option called divorce is available 

to them and it is only a trip to the court away from filing. Hope it made sense 

now  

Heal Eritrea, what do you mean by "spoiled"? What do you consider "spoiled"? 

Sabrina Sahle I so agree with you on the communication one. Do you 

remember in the movie "ni'eshtey Hawey kndi Hamutey" or "Milenu" when 

the auntie advices her soon-to-marry daughter this "Bri gualey, seb'ayki bdege 

HariQu ente-metsiyu 'k'sto Hawey, key'h'seyeka' ilki az'Hl tebliyo. Tef 

ente'biluki Kea...ts'm'm tbli". Sadly, it is expected that the wife is the one to 

either make or break the marriage depending on her ability to do "m'tsmam". 

If she is patient all the way through, Hadar will strive. Remember "quana" 

movie? It's not fair! It's one of those things that needs a change culture wise. 

 Rahella Carmella  

The main reasons are not having strong faith on God, not keeping his 

commandments and not communicating well. 
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Most people are going to the church to get married these days because it’s like 

part of the culture and they just have to do it. But the question is “Do they 

really know what it means to stand in God’s house and to swear in front of 

him? If they really know what it means, I personally believe the number of 

divorce rate would have decreased. 

There is nothing more important than keeping God as your Lord in your life. 

By his presence, the couples will stand strong and their love will be renewed 

every single second. 

 Elsa Michael  

Zara Hiwot, but if they want an easy way out, why get into it in the first place?  

 Elsa Michael 

Berhan Araya, thanks for sharing and I see what you mean. But instead of 

expecting the wives to continue doing what they used to do to keep the 

marriage going, why not expect the men to change and accept the reality? It 

just seems right that way. This is on your "however, if you as a women have 

been tolerating you husband back home of in refugee camp, then do it for 

some time in the West too." point. 

 Zara Hiwot  

@Elsa, they do it for different reasons, and one of them is, it is an easy way in. 

Love without commitment! 
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 Elsa Michael  

Daniel Mebrahtu Negusse I read the article you posted. The reasons the author 

states are of a new and different perspective. They could be one of the reasons 

for the increasing divorce. Thanks for sharing  

 Otto O Michael  

Nobody knows what happened to the beautiful couple, even the devil . But 

let’s speculate, i think women are the problem because they bring down 

themselves to the level of a man. We men are butt heads some times, if ur 

woman out smarts you on everything it’s a red flag and the marriage is in 

danger. We men like to be in control, but here in diaspora it’s not going to 

happen the train is long gone. And also the biggest problem is everybody is 

involved in that marriage like family, friends, they try to run ur life, even they 

are involved in ur sexual life. If u dont have a baby within the first year??? 

Dude, all fingers will point at the wife. " aytewelden eya , aabay eya , u name 

it . Lol . And i know there a lot of good men they treat their women the way 

they have to be treated. (The last sentence is just to cover my butt) sorry guys. 

 Daniel Mebrahtu Negusse  

Rahella Carmella, do you know if people who believe in God have lower 

divorce rates? I am not saying they don't, but do you have any studies you can 

recommend for the curious minds? 

 Elsa Michael  
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Otto O Michael, haha you never fail to make me laugh. There's no easy way 

out now. All the guys will all get you in no time. 

I agree with your points; thanks for sharing  

 Abiel Berhane  

Nice point at issue, as for my opinion back home the balance of hadar is 

maintained by women, our culture stress our women, women are more 

responsible in keeping a healthy hadar. The norms and values of our society 

put the burden of enduring the complexities of hadar on the shoulder of our 

women. We do have some sayings even like a good wife take good care of her 

husband, whenever he is coming back from his work, she waited him clean 

and beautiful, also there is fthaya endo, sdeda endo. From my observation 

back home the number of unfaithful men in their hadar is far greater than that 

of women. It is like our women live for their husbands but not vice versa. what 

about sex incompatibility, if a man is not satisfied by his wife he flirt, but our 

woman? it is normal for a man to have a mistress. So most probably number 

3,4,5 could be the reasons. As our woman in diaspora comes out to realized 

their rights, the influence of the culture they are living is also a big 

contributing factor to the cause, their independence and the post divorce 

consequence of social stigma is also less there. But I heard women especially 

those in US, taking advantage of their rights and go beyond the limit mxfae 

wn alo, lol. And our men in diaspora kem kedem ymeslekn wuhj ywesdekn, 

set beli guoy eya abea, lol. I don't mean the main causative agents of the 

disease are men, I am trying to compare the equal responsibility in 
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maintaining stability of the hadar in diaspora and the burden of our women 

back home to straighten a sick hadar against all the odds. 

 Fitwi Yh  

Elsa Michael-Yea i understand but these days those options are universal  

 Yosief T. Segid  

Thanks Elsa, this is very important topic. I guess the difference in life style. 

Back home, women do all the work at home and men earn money. But here 

the women do the same job like the men plus most of the work at home. 

 Berhan Araya  

Elsa Michael I totally agree with you point, however, I came to the conclusion 

that, women are faster to accept and accommodate the change in the West. I 

have a chance to talk to some women and men who are separate/divorced. I 

noticed that, the women are aware of the husbands problem. Kem-Kedem 

mesiliwo, eemmm. Its common. So you can see that, the woman has already 

internalised the changes or she is working to catch up. While the man on the 

other side is trying to combat the changes, by blaming and accusing the 

woman. That's why I say ..wives have greater chance to transform or re-

educate their husbands about this transition. I would say While men have the 

Duty/ Responsibility to Keep their marriage....Women have the Awareness as 

well as the capacity to save the Marriage. I would say capacity is more 

practical than responsibility to bring about the Desired change. 
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 Samson Tekle  

"4" 

 Moria Frezghi Green  

Otto O Michael Abiel Berhane and Berhan Araya made excellent points ..I 

wonder if you practice those qualities in your lives?? and educate your fellow 

men great topic of discussion Elsa Michael 

 Tesfabirhan Weldegabir Redie  

I would like to divide couples who grew up in Eritrea and either established a 

family in Eritrea or after and the second those who grew up in the diaspora 

and established their family there. I do not have any idea about the last, but i 

would like to comment on the first type of family. 

 

To make it more clear, the main objective to immigrate is to change your 

family life (in most cases). even it is not to change his/her own life. and the 

problem occurs from this. those who established a family have the same but 

different mission while living abroad. and no one is ready to change his/her 

mind. this is simply to say that, the husband will look after his family back 

home and the wife will look after her family back home (for obvious reasons). 

And for this, each couple work hard to fulfill his/her responsibility by sending 

money or helping family members when in need. and for this we can see 

couples having their own bank account and this is the top secret to be kept. 

Remember: The principle of marriage is to be "ONE."  
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As far as economy in our country is weak, no one can leave his/her 

responsibility to help family back home and it is a must that WE ERITREANS 

ARE PROUD OF: CARING AND HELPING OUR FAMILY, 

COMMUNITY, AND THE NATION BUILDING. But my question is are we 

doing it based on family principles??? No one will quite from helping, but 

what is the cost for this and are the couples transparent enough while they do 

this social responsibility and is it within the family budget?  

 

In my understanding, LOVE YOURSELF FIRST TO LOVE OTHERS. after 

marriage, your wife/husband is PART OF YOUR BODY, LIKE YOUR EYE, 

YOUR HEART etc.... as a result you can not keep on secrets or individual 

objectives, as you can not ignore your eye to see objects. IF life standard back 

home was different, for sure everything could be changed and those who go 

abroad will be very rich who want to enjoy life. But Eritreans are not (should I 

blame for.... no...no...no.. i need to learn to live by challenging problems). 

 Habteab Gebreab  

Its our intuition about marriage, in here its a contract between two consent 

mature criters, backhome it is an instuitition treated as too big to fail, 

remember 2008 when general motors and AIG were in financial distress, 

everybody run to save them in a sense bail them out.... I remember one family 

in Asmara who was thru bad times, the man wanted a divorce, but all, when I 

said all I mean including my 17 yearoldself, it is our simple way of bailing out 

our instituition Hadar.... Imagine here most ppl dont have best friends and 

going to marriage counselor is never heard of, all decision are made when ur 
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head is really iron hot...... Btw our situation is not that scary taking into 

consideratio that 50% of marriage in west end up in divorce, I am not sure, 

ours can’t be worst or higher than15%.... 

 Berhan Araya  

Moria Frezghi Green I am single yet....so I might be tested later. In this case 

it’s a challenge to educate our Fellow men. You know its a bit funny but. 

People say. Zeyfetenka Konka...abiyet Natikum Eske KinriO Ena..etc. In other 

words. it’s like Where is the LOCUS of Control? Hence, unless the man wants 

to admit that some of the problems lie with him it’s like talking to a dead. The 

other thing is, in Amharic, there is a saying" Yeraswa Arobat Ye Sew tamasil 

Alech", That is its difficult to advise others when you are in the same problem 

or you are not up to that level. I have friends who say..Eway 

natkas...YerEyena Yikewun...just for joke but..you can see , how every one is 

expecting to have troubled marriage. 

 Moria Frezghi Green  

They are just putting peer pressure on you ignore them and make an example 

by practicing what you believe because at the end of the day it would be you 

and your significant others life right? 

 Philipos Hailemichael  

Divorce in general is not necessarily bad idea as long as the process is 

civilized and not handled by bitterness, abuse and fight. 
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From the perspective of social construct I don’t think it is fair for married 

couples to stay wed for the sake of ቃል ኪዳን (qal-kidan), because ቃል ኪዳን (qal-

kidan) should exist for the married couples not the other way around.  

In other perspective ቃል ኪዳን (qal-kidan) will provide a great opportunity for 

someone to step-out from self in order to achieve a true self, and for this case 

ቃል ኪዳን (qal-kidan) is worthy to pursue. 

Instead of treating divorce as moral failure or in general as society problem - 

How about if we look at our ancestors’ model staying wed or nowadays 

widespread Habesha's divorce as evolution pointing to perfect understanding 

of ቃል ኪዳን (qal-kidan) ? 

 ኣ ፈ ወ ር ቂኣ ፈ ወ ር ቂኣ ፈ ወ ር ቂኣ ፈ ወ ር ቂ  ጣዓ መጣዓ መጣዓ መጣዓ መ  

The book Love without fear or by amharic FQR YALE FRHAT that is the 

great advis to evryone 

 Meaza Mentai  

I would say habesha men want the privilege they used to enjoy in their 

habesha traditions to continue in western countries. they don't realize the 

change of situation in culture, women's rights, and all the available options for 

women who are finally free to choose their way of life. Men stack on the idea 

of ane indiye sebay, aneye zkhebir aneye zwusin. 

 Habteab Gebreab  
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Philipos, hahah it sounds funny, 'pointing to perfect understanding of qal-

kidan'..... It sounds to me like destroying a building to understand its 

design...sorry not disrespecting, if u dont get my sense of humor 

 Sabrina Sahle  

If I understood Philipos correctly, I believe he's saying that we should look at 

the issue without judgment and try to understand the REAL meaning of 

"hadar". Judgments only cloud our knowledge and mislead us from 

understanding reality. 

 Otto O Michael  

Moria , am still single but am planing to get married . And i hope for the best . 

Thats the only thing i have never done in my life and i want to try it . Lol 

 Philipos Hailemichael  

@Sabrina Sahle, You put it very well. 

 Moria Frezghi Green  

If you practice what you described then you are good best wishes to you Otto 

O Michael 

 Otto O Michael  

Thanks Moria , 
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 Otto O Michael  

Elsa Michal , Am fine so far , i think . Lol 

 Elsa Michael  

Philipos, you have a great point there. "ቃል ኪዳን (qal-kidan) should exist for 

the married couples not the other way around." I really liked your whole 

comment. Very insightful. Made me think 'what is the point of staying 

together if there is no love, patience, understanding, and care for each other?' 

Maybe divorce isn't such a bad thing after all; if those things don't exist within 

a marriage. How about in cases where children are involved? That would be a 

different story, right? 

 Wedi Ya Seyoum  

Change managemnet with all the challenges we as Eritreans face could not be 

easy. I have seen new commers with a state of mind as unstable as it could be. 

Be it men or women they have too many things to handle including 

relationships. I think what we have now is not a reflection of our calture, it is 

more of circumstancial with an added barden of change. The couple have too 

much to handle on their plate to cope with the challengs of marriage 

 Elsa Michael  

Otto O Michael I think your last statement on that previous comment really 

has saved your butt. 
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 Otto O Michael  

Hahahahah, I don’t think so. They didn’t read my comment. I think everybody 

is in rush to say something, hahahahha 

 Otto O Michael  

It’s like everybody was under pressure . 

 Elsa Michael  

Otto, AQlna tsebibuna ztsenHe bzaEba Hadar do mesilna? 

 Berhan Araya  

Hahah Otto O Michael it’s a bright fact.... if you confront some of the guys 

about what happened in their marriage...they tell you one thing. 'Tsegiben', 

Tekeyiren, Mengisti (Western) ashadiniwen etc.. fre-neger yebilun 

 Berhan Araya 

So feel free but be ready to get in when heavy rain comes-on 

 Otto O Michael  

Berhan Araya , " memehari aygberka , memehari aykelaka " endeyu , lol 

 Otto O Michael  

Elsa Michael , zegerem eyu , you are like a relief valve . Hahah 
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 Otto O Michael  

Am really scared of Das Hawya and Wedi ya Seyoum , they are going to grill 

me . Lol 

 Moria Frezghi Green  

Do come back and tell us how your hadar is going Otto O Michael so we can 

criticize you lol 

 Otto O Michael  

I will Moria . Lol 

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  

I think in the west marriage is more of a contract (not many people marry in 

religious instititutions). So breaking a contract is very easy. As Philipos 

Hailemichael said, divorce isn’t a bad idea and sometimes is necessary to 

prevent destroying the 2 and the children. But usually when habesha people 

divorce, the children would pay for it!! Too much hatred and resentment 

transmitted from one! @Elsa I feel you about the "knowing your rights" things. 

Sure why would A woman stay with a man beating her, not helping at 

household works and taking care of the children. She may as well do fine 

without such a "useless" extra ruling kid!  

Sabrina Sahle I think communication is the key word!!! 

 Wedi Ya Seyoum  
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Otto, I am in, in your last sentence. haaaaaaa. Aboy fikadu baelom yeneadu  

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  

P.S. I really enjoyed reading you all and thanks Elsa for this topic! 

 Otto O Michael  

Nardos , lol . Men in the west don’t listen and women are like tornado with a 

lipstick. We have to learn how to live together. 

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  

Otto O true we need to learn to live together. Men need to see women as their 

equal with needs of enjoyment and can get tired. Equal with less physical 

power in most cases, so all starts with understanding this basic ABC! I'm 

always amazed to see the woman doing everything at home after a hard 

working day while the man would enjoy a beer with his friends or watch tv!! 

Where is "halyot"?!!! 

 Senait Tirfe  

Nardos forget helping us with house work!! How about showing a little 

appreciation? I think that will be a first step to the right direction. 

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  
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Senait you are right, ane dea kemzi ktwage keleka beti zbezhe zjmer, bhade 

afu ile emeber! I think they need to do it once to understand what it means, so 

they can be grateful mish do? 

 Fitsum Goitom  

@ Elsa the topic is very interesting, thanks for that!! I believe every marriage 

is unique and the challenges that lead to divorce vary from one to another. I 

believe also divorce is not a new phenomenon and in fact it is a good solution 

than staying locked in abusive and life threatening relationship. Marriage 

should be characterized based on mutual love, benefit and respect. Elsa, you 

have mentioned good points and many more can be added to the list. Let me 

elaborate why divorce makes more echoes in diasporas ( i.e countries with 

welfare system and human rights respect) than in our country.  

1. Economic dependence and freedom: Almost all women are dependent 

on their husbands' income in our country. No matter the marriage is 

bitter and abusive, the women choose to say married just to raise their 

children. In diaspora this does doesn't work, long live to warfare 

system!!!  

2. Rights: Full realization of human rights respect is a complete shift, but 

if they are not done with knowledge, they are problematic. Human 

rights doesn't give extra rights to women ( what I call it 

misconceptions of rights) but made the women to practice equal rights 

like that of their male partners as these rights haven't been respected 

and recognized back home. It seems to most people think women have 

more rights. That is not correct. If the women have dependents, they 
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benefit extra rights via their children as the best interest of a child takes 

advantage in separation or divorce. For instance, in case of eviction, 

she stays at home with her children, the husband has to leave.  

3. Family intervention (mainly by brothers and sisters): This is the worst 

happening in Diasporas than in our country. In this case, families tend 

to prioritize their economic and material advantage than the couples'. 

This is the cheapest of all and demonstrates the weakness of a husband 

or wife. Family intervention at embryo stage during marriage argument 

worsens the situation and eventually leads to separation.  

4. Lack of community support and elders: It seems we don't have these 

facilities in diasporas. Those who take this role don't have experience 

in reconciliation and mediation. Most are young who tend to say sebiay 

tekede sebiay yimetsie or the other way round after a couple of attempt. 

They turn things complicated just because of lack of experience. The 

most worst thing they don't keep matters or what is,being said 

confidential. In terms of confidentiality, it is worst if a matter is 

handled by members of a church in diaspora.  

5. Religion: I believe in freedom of religion and the right to convention. 

It seems it okay if unmarried person changes his faith or belief system. 

But it has very great impact if one of the partners becomes converted 

in marriage and creates lots of dissatisfaction in either of family 

members that may likely to make significant influence. It is advisable 

if they keep all major values at the time of marriage they both consent 

to do so. A preacher doesn't care the consequences that may follow; 

just s/he wants to see someone converted. Thus, a husband or wife 
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should take the responsibility to analyze the impact in the marriage and 

learn from others. 

 Otto O Michael  

To all mothers and future mothers in HA , HAPPY MOTHERS DAY !!!!! 

 Tomas E Abraham  

There are many factors to this problem, like new culture, new country that we 

all have to assimilate/accept. It is easier for a woman to change because in 

diaspora the woman gains something vs the man loses something, but I think 

first n foremost a marriage should be a unity between to people founded on 

understanding, compromise and most importantly communication!! It is my 

opinion that in our culture marriage is not a unity but a coming together of to 

people where the woman is just the mother of one’s children...where the both 

woman and the man are just an auxiliary of their respective families, 

forgetting about their little family they just started. In other words both listen 

to their respective families but not at each other. It is hard to formulate all the 

ideas that one has in this kind of forum but this is a beginning!!! 

 Abiel Berhane  

Moria Frezghi Green I am still single. But my life lessons have thought me to 

treat a wife (a mother) to that respect. I honour our women and our mothers 

for all the things they are passing through. It is not disrespecting men but it is 
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an explicit fact what our women (mothers) mean to our society. So no more 

treating our women, our wives in such ways. 

 Senait Tirfe  

Zisemae'nayo ab libina yehdro and thanks Elsa. 

 Das Hawya  

Otto O Michael hji zereba malet tezaribka ..enjera ezgieher blae. Happy 

mother’s day our lovely mothers and to be mothers!! 

 Das Hawya  

@senait ..eza amesagnaki dea darga hsem aytrkebu endiya godilata..lol ... 

 Fitsum Goitom  

Most people including me feel happy to say Happy Mother’s Day to show 

respect and appreciation from the bottom of our hearts!!! But do we know our 

wives are MOTHERS!!! 

 Senait Tirfe  

Das Hawya, entay alewo z'godele entemelae'ka. E'zi kulu astemhuro kinsemo 

zemsena wuhud d'u? Any way you always make me laugh...lol. 

Happy Mother's Day to all including my own!! 

 Tes Ghebremedhin  
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I read Futsum's comments. I am really touched. The causes are many. But we 

are not addressing them as a society. We need to do more research on this hot 

and core issue in our diaspora community. 

 Otto O Michael  

The admis. did a great job the right topic at the right time . Its mother’s day . 

They deserve some appreciation. 

 Tesfabirhan Weldegabir Redie  

Tes Ghebremedhin, research is done in different forms. and the best research 

is done from primary data’s. HA members are of this very reach and valuable 

data and we are sharing it. The left out it how to analyze what points are here 

discussed. Instead of looking for other, lets learn the experiences and 

reasoning of this primary data available in this threads and it is indeed a rich 

source to form one research paper. LET’S HARVEST WHAT WE HAVE, 

INSTEAD OF LOOKING FOR THE NEXT SEASON. AND thanks Elsa for 

such good topic. CHEERS AND HAPPY MOTHER DAY! 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

I read all the comments above this line. Without going deep to Habesha`s 

marriage in diasporas, I tried to imagine how you guys see marriage just from 

your comments. Some said ‘women are spoiled’, another asked ‘ why 

patience?’, another again questioned the presence and fear of God. A mind 

occupied by one of these and other negative thoughts (by the definition of love) 
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has a high chance to be divorced. On the other hand some brought ‘fear of 

God’, another ‘commitment’, another again ‘love’. Who can miss the high 

probability of ending a marriage bound to these perspectives last? Generally 

speaking I say marriage is based on love, and in love you sacrifices for it, even 

paying your dear life. Why cannot I tolerate him/her, why am I dishonest to 

him/her if I swore earlier to pay everything the marriage asks? A marriage 

based on ‘no love’ or’ hoping love’ is prone for some factors to make easy 

holes. I would not be surprised to see the end of this road shortly. 

The culture from back home and westerner’s cultures of marriage are quite 

different. A couple carrying both perspectives of marriage has a high tendency 

to be parted. What makes it more difficult marriage in diasporas is lack of 

skills to control your partner`s behavior. As said above communication is one 

skill. Skills that help you develop to be a good listener, understandable, 

patience, respect, sympathy are major ones that span life of a marriage longer. 

Fear of God and reverence the covenant are certainly a bolt to keep the 

marriage last longer than without it. I read Fistum`s comment which is well 

said. 

 Otto O Michael  

Tes G . No one is going to do a research, door to door like a sales man. Its 

personal unless there is someone to share in public. There is two ends for 

every story. Which one is true no one knows. The good thing we can do in HA 

is to motivate each other and learn something at least the basics . P 

 Mulugheta Hadish  
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@Otto, are you siding with women and saying men are the cause of divorce by 

mentioning mother`s day? lol kidding man 

 Otto O Michael  

I knew it. Nice to hear from u, Dotore !!!! 

 Fitsum Goitom  

I wonder if someone has seen Memhir Amanual??? 

 Tes Ghebremedhin 

Thanks tesfabirhan. You are right here points are coming and I am impressed. 

But they should be analysed and conclusions and recommendations should be 

done. I am not saying what is being discussed is not helpful. It is great but 

more should be done. 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

@ Fistum, godenatat kinteks aresti keytikyr. lol. though his points would be 

additional, what you and others said are good enough. I did not see any 

argument in this thread   

 Fitsum Goitom  

@ Mulugheta I love most for a person I trust. Thus should trust or love be the 

foundation of marriage? 
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 Wedi Ya Seyoum  

I think both trust and love should be there. If one is missing then it is not 

complete.The rest of the issues are on how we cope with change and solve 

carried over problems 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

Here we go lol. Let me take you back to the old times in our culture. Marriage 

was what created love and they were living in it. There are many reasons to be 

mentioned why our mothers easily loved their husbands and them their wives. 

At this time, especially in diaspora, where our culture and attitude of marriage 

is fading off, I believe it is only love before marriage that can give you more 

guarantee. Principles, rights, laws and adopted cultures in our marriage are not 

strong to keep our marriage as we are still habesha influenced by our cultures 

and people. when I say this, I don’t mean to keep marriage with someone who 

losses faith in it. 

 Elsa Michael  

Fitsum Goitom I really enjoyed reading your detailed and organized 

explanation. I agree with all of them. On the "family-intervention" problem, 

do you mean the fact that a spouse's family interfering in their son's/daughter's 

marriage by telling them that the significant other is not doing well in the 

marriage and that they need to divorce them (ft'Haya/ft'Hiyo zAynetu)? Or are 

you implying at the constant financial help that a family of a spouse demands 

(be it in Adi or outside of Adi); especially at this time? 
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 Elsa Michael  

Otto O Michael wereQet H'totat nay Hadar Adilka "bKbretkum melsulna" ilka 

mail gierka tsedelom (completely anonymous). keyte'hakeyu endHr 

meli'omlka then there you have your research data.  

 Elsa Michael  

Mulugheta, this is a Selamawit thread so far. Let's hope it continues that way  

 Mulugheta Hadish  

All our people also should understand what the purpose of a research is. enta 

diu aetiwo bizaeba hadarna zihatena, hasad kibluna lol...we have long to go. 

 Fitsum Goitom  

@ Elsa Supporting family (financial) is one of the richest value we all 

Eritreans are proud of it so long as the support we provide doesn't comprising 

the value and the spirit of marriage or doesn't drag the couple to unsolvable 

debt. For sure, this may lead to continuous arguments and eventually to 

separation. The intervention I am saying is when the family acts to shape the 

marriage according their needs and wants by giving instructions. For instance, 

if a problem happens in marriage you call family members if there are around. 

Obviously, for one reason: to help sort out things. However, whether it is from 

husband or wife they immediately take side to make things worse until they 

are able to say Niyow bela abey zineberet eya or Niyow beliyo abey zinebete 

eyu... Sihabo guteto... kisab zeleka tewitsie. 
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  Otto O Michael  

Mulugheta, hold on. Marriage is something between two ppl which is sacred . 

If we are going to depend on a research, pls i would rather die single . I am not 

going to build my marriage on some one's failure. Because there is no truth 

from either side what really happened or why it didn’t work . If anyone is 

going to depend on any research he/she has no life. It’s like a lab rate. Live ur 

life do the right thing love ur wife/husband. If we try to live someone's life 

that’s when the marriage start to fall. P 

 Fitsum Goitom  

 

What I strongly believe is marriage should be based on TRUST not on love. 

Love is secondary. It is trust that helps to build relationship it could be in love, 

getting advice, telling secrets etc.. Love is first founded based on external 

appearance, but trust is based on the inner part of an individual that never be 

changed once recognized. Thus, the language has to be changed from marriage 

by love into marriage by trust. 

  Mulugheta Hadish  

Ezgin azarebeka lol. i am with with you and I was joking to what had been 

mentioned about research. Of course research is supportive if we are debating 

about the causes of divorce. This thread definitely would need a research 

based facts even to know which reason is most prominent and which is least 

just for the sake of knowing. But it has little contribution to my marriage. 

 Wedi Ya Seyoum  
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Not necessarilty Fitsum. We don't seem to love all the people we trust. 

Sometimes they may be boring for different personalities 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

@Fitsum, I am with you too about what drives marriage. But the words 'trust 

vs love' are interdependent. Trust can lead love, and love can lead trust. There 

is no a line to follow in life or marriage. Just take what seems to come into 

your life 

 Iyob Tseggai  

It's disturbing , but we can learn something out of it ,watch is and have your 

say ,http://www.shegermedia.net/18507 

 Otto O Michael  

Well , i dont think so research will help in the bed room . Lol everybody has 

different package . 

  Mehari Abraham  

I wonder in most Eritreans discussions forms just generalise, "Habesha 

sebuut" or "Habesha ansti" and so on...  

 

Another point please when we talk about things like hadar or other topics use 

"kemzmesleni,entezeytegagye,we zete,  

Yihaysh. 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

Otto, how about to know about the causes of divorce in diaspora? are you s

 aying 'no need research?' 

 Otto O Michael  
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Dotore , u will never find the cause that marriage didn’t work . It is human 

nature to hide our fault. I better take my chances on my own. I have to have 

that experience. I don’t wish perfection. 

 Misgates B Sunday  

Well, I can't find any point on the list mentioned by Elsa Michael to agree 

with. I think the important thing is to identify the root cause not the effect. 

And that cause starts from development of personality and way to accept your 

life at individual level. All the points Elsa mentioned, I found it as if someone 

is seeking to soothe himself/herself via external actions. Majority of us would 

like to see a man on a woman's eye and a woman on man's eye which messes 

up the the mother nature. Generally I found the following points to be causes : 

 

1. Not accepting yourself as a person. 

2. Lack of appreciation whether from a man or a woman 

3. Lack of Compromise in different aspect to pacify arguments 

and create common ground. 

4. Thinking of pleasing others and living in comparison life. 

5. Not accepting a man as a man and a woman as a woman. 

6. Too much expectation which complicates life at its most. 

Fighting and divorce are the effect of the root causes which we rarely give 

concern to. Unless one accepts the other and willing to create a common 

ground, it won't be healthy relationship or marriage life. And most of our 

"Habesha" society we prefer to live in the past while we think we have 

revolutionized. It is about creating your own world and identifying your 

weakness would be a blessing. 
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 Fitsum Goitom  

@ Mulugheta research is necessary it helps to figure out the prominent caused 

and draw recommendations accordingly. And mosy married and unmarried 

could learn from it. 

 Otto O Michael  

And Dotore , how many researches do we need for a perfect HADAR ????? i 

think its worth trying your way . 

  Mehari Abraham  

Research on the causes of divorce is very important. 

 Mehari Abraham  

In may view I have found that usually there is a combination of factors that 

lead to a divorce. Your situation, however, is different from everybody else's 

and will have shared, as well as very personal aspects. Example I share to all 

of you this link.  

http://www.professional-counselling.com/causes-of-divorce.html 

 Otto O Michael  

Fitsum , have u ever been SHEMAGELE ? Its crazy to hear some ones secret . 

It messes up ur life or u will have a distorted idea of marriage . I prefer to be 

my self instead of living in fear . P 

 Akish Akishawit  

Marriage is a sacred vow and i can only define it in God's view and 

perspective .It is becoming scary to mention God's name in this group though . 

Why is the divorce rate increasing sharply is alarming and this is not only 

happening in our community but it is just everywhere even in countries like 
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India where divorce was very uncommon before. Westerners marry to those 

they fell in love with and easterners fall in l love with those they got married 

(zerka zerka kulu hade eyu ) . I personally do not believe in perfect match (It 

does not exist )...westerners marriage is based on romance and infatuation and 

that is why it is being considered as Contract in the modern world (as Nardos 

Mehret Tesfa explained ) and Easterners is a fixed one as we all know . 

Divorce is not an option at all (zwakeuuu sebuutn Fokesti Ansti gedifka malet 

eyu ) , marriage is a college by itself ..so we got to learn and understand our 

best half,keep tuning our view and adjust accordingly 

( Enateredadaakan ...tetsewawerkan eyu ) and marriage is a life time 

commitment ( it is not a contract ) . Divorce should not be encouraged , i can 

understand there are some exceptional cases which are not avoidable at all . 

Netselay habni koinu nay lomi ghn ... We are becoming very selfish , stubborn 

to bend our ego and materialistic ..Globalization zemtseoo eyu. I can see in the 

next couple of years marriage itself will be considered as Old fashioned and 

traditional and this is the continuation of low moral values and ethics . 

wedhankum. 

 Fitsum Goitom  

@ Misgates it seems your points are to be added in Elsa' list because the effect 

of personality is not mentioned. I think personality is often altered by external 

factors. Thus, it is good to focus on things that can alter personality. 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

@Otto, we do not need research to build marriage but to know why divorce is 

common in a certain group. People or tribe is very important to say this is the 

cause and that is not the one. For example you said on in this thread “Men in 
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the west don’t listen and women are like tornado with a lipstick". How many 

or what percentage of men are like that and quantify for women similarly 

should be researched than imagination. But i have a big concern about doing 

such research targets our people. This is logic Otto. 

 Tesfabirhan Weldegabir Redie  

Brothers, let’s not forget our main topic. It is based on Eritrean experience not 

on academic base or general case that we are discussing about. If you are not 

clear, please before you write, read the main topic and some threads ahead. 

 Otto O Michael  

Mulugheta , u answered the question ur self . We don’t talk to each other , we 

don’t communicate . The wife likes to talk with her friends because her 

husband is somewhere arguing about politics. Both of them work like crazy, 

no vacation, no date night . So divorce is imminent. 

 Otto O Michael  

Tesfabirhan , u r right 

 Akish Akishawit  

Tesfie ... our culture is influenced by western style ...so we can not simply 

ignore other's experience . 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

Yes Otto, we have a common understanding regarding the causes but it would 

be better to be supported by a research. I did not oppose your previous 

suggestions but research is still important to support yours or mine argument. 

But you and I agree we dont need it to build our own life. It is a trash in fact. 

 Mulugheta Hadish  
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Iyob Tseggai, Thank you for sharing the video. you can say your sayings but 

sometimes you find the fact the opposite to what you said. In that video every 

body would say, 'her husband murdered her'. But the detective and forensic 

investigations caught the unsaid. 

 Mulugheta Hadish  

@ Misge, I read your comment which values the personality to stick or not 

with the marriage. Someone having that find life very easy and happy. But let 

us take and compare marriage in our country and marriage in diaspora. where 

is divorce commonly seen and why? The environment, the new culture, 

economic and social status have strong influence to alter personalities. That is 

why we agreed with the points Elsa listed. But as a solution, on top of what 

were suggested before someone to keep or adopt beautifying the inside (self) 

is what could maintain marriage. 

 Solo Pilot 

I think the list of reasons why the rates r higher in the west could go on and on 

lot more than Elsa Michael mentioned ,but to me #4 makes more sense with 

wives here in diaspora it's like Django unchained! 

 Biniam Negash  

Marriage is not simply a relationship, although it entails relationship. Its value 

is not solely depends on the financial status of those involved in it although 

financial stability does help. Open and healthy communication does help in 

Marriage, yet it is not the main ingredient that keeps the union of those 

involved intact. Mutual back ground and life style do help, yet they are not the 

breaker or maker of it all. Marriage is a sacred sacrament instituted by the 

creator to perpetuate the existence of the human species, and to use it as a 
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reflection of his nature: who is the sheer love itself. The trigger of this crisis in 

its deepest and primordial sense is the deficit of this understanding of its 

source. 

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  

Just to add up smth, in Europe Specially here in Swiss, there are many who 

divorce officially for the financial sake ( to have better financial help, by 2 

sides) and they end up by being really seperated! What do you think about 

this?! 

 Mussie Araya  

It always good to hear from you Bini! 

 Akish Akishawit 

Nardos , the essence of marriage goes beyond contract agreement . It involves 

spiritual bondage as well . This fact is now overlooked by many of us . 

Marriage is now on the endangered species list .... 

 Heal Eritrea  

Our folks men are writing articles to prove themselves...well women dont 

argue for reason ya jema ...comment ahxru 

 Wedi Ya Seyoum  

Nardos, are this people who plan to have a better wellfare pay??? Those 

people disgust me!!! 

 Nardos Mehret Tesfa  

Wedi Ya Seyoum yeah it really exists! I know many people who claim to be 

separted to have more money from state, and b'ue geyru nfas ye'atwom 
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 Wedi Ya Seyoum  

Neti nifas hawi wesikka kalkal mbals entay mbele  

 David Solomon  

How ironic is that one crucial point is not on list ? perhaps evidently from the 

author of this post reflect much of the Puritan of Habish women are too 

inhibited when it comes the force of all breathing-souls "SEX"? 

 Biniam Negash  

David, haven't you heard of the term" the mind over matter!? 

 David Solomon  

Perhaps hundred times, and half of them from you!...and what is the matter 

this time in your mind my dear?:) 

 Biniam Negash  

Focus on the content not on the one bestows it. If the mind is right, sex will be 

alright. 

 Misgates B Sunday  

In my view divorce rate in diaspora could be higher than in Eritrea due to many 

reasons starting cultural, improper usage of opportunities or difference of norms 

and values. 

 

1. The norms and values about marriage is much higher in Eritrea. A couple in 

Eritrea is bounded to social obligations and family oriented responsibilities. 

Where as in diaspora , it develops in to the system of individualism where one 

partner of the 'Habesha' thinks individually and prioritize rather than as a 

couple. And this creates one of the main cracks to disagree in any 
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conversations. Western people have lived with their culture and they got no 

other to compare with. Whereas Eritreans in diaspora, [whether born there or 

resettled ] they have still connection with homeland which keeps certain 

network of the social obligations. The problem comes when this social 

obligation is neither embraced nor the western lifestyle is embraced fully 

[Hawsi langa langa]. I believe most 'Habesha' people in diaspora never 

integrate fully to the society in the west where there exist a gap of 

indecisiveness.  

2. For someone who has crossed different challenges and risks even to death 

level, life doesn't cost a thing unless 'let it go’. Most of the young generation 

who reached diaspora with in the last decade has passed one of the most scary 

routes of life where existence as person is put in dilemma. Once such people 

are in a relationship or marry, you can imagine how difficult it will be to 

consider the values of marriage. Because they have already risked their 

existence as human being. This creates the value of marriage to be cheap 

enough. People won't be scary to decide divorce or separation for the sake of 

welfare benefit as Nardos Mehret Tesfa said. And such people need a real 

support though it is not yet considered in action. 

3. On the other hand, some of the couple spend many decades in abroad and 

latter when they decide to marry, they think to import marriage from Eritrea 

( whether villages or cities). And those type of marriages won't last long 

because it is not based on a free choice ( with out profit pressure or matter of 

choice to go abroad). This creates : 

 

• Cultural shock 

• lack of proper communication and common ground 
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• Improper exploitation of available resources and opportunities 

in diaspora ( people coming with few priorities from Eritrea 

upon arrival they see different options and start giving less 

credit for marriage and relationships) 

 Kibrom Tadesse  

OMG, I read all the thread. ab libina yskuAyo! I can't stop my fingers from 

commenting. How many of you are married? ab quinat zeyweAle beliH. Get 

marry, kemza mai nighoho feriHkuma kitmetu elkun neza Hadar, just for 

laugh. Anyway, I believe that in our culture we are usually advised (both by 

our family/parents and friends) not to be fully honest in our marriage. That is, 

although we live in marriage, however, we see it secondary with respect to the 

relationship with our individual parents and siblings. Wife discuss her 

problems with her mother, sister and/or her girl friends (mehazuta) and do the 

husband (most of the time with his friends), very uncommon between the 

couple. Especially, if the issues are sensitive. Again, I don't know how many 

of you are married, If you do, what kind of advice (both from our individual 

family and friends) did you get before and during your marriage ceremony. Or 

what kind of advice do we tip to our friends when they are getting married? 

There is always something secret to be kept between the couple, which they 

don't disclose to each other. But they disclose it with others. Those cultures 

also migrate with us to the diaspora. Overtime, we (both men and women) 

update and upgrade the size and magnitude of the dishonesty (secrete) part of 

our relationship. The rate also differs depending how good Hamat, nielti and 

maHaza are. In the diaspora, with all the social responsibilities back from 

home and the exercise of human freedom in western world, the rate of growth 
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of the secrete (dishonesty) is much higher than back at our home. Quit in short 

time it becomes oversize and burst out as discomfortability for both parties. 

And then divorce is the solution at any cost. That is why we see more divorce 

rate in them. As for me, dishonesty is the main factor; all the other reasons are 

secondary. If there is honesty, the other problems can be easily solved. Finally, 

i didn’t forget as someone said above, women have better natural capability to 

tolerate and experience patience than men. 

 David Solomon  

Biniam Negash I hear you Doctor! but i wasn't looking for magical pill! oops! 

I mean advice!....the point I was making is the fundamental up bringing of our 

women believing sex is a dirty thing which must not take a space to which 

clearly absent! 

 Biniam Negash  

I always appreciate your organic approach on things. Yet, the more real 

dimension is the one that vivifies the physical appetite, not the other way 

around. I know we are ordered to the physical realm as we're sensual beings. 

Yet, we also have to remind ourselves of the immaterial form of ourselves, 

which is more real. 

 Mehari Abraham  

Eziom si nifas aykonen kalee ewun yitewom it's not fair mis-use the system. 

 Henok Desbele  

I like the article over all, it’s over simplification of a sad life of Sonia(the 

writer) who is a victim of infidelity and now whining(an appeal to emotion 

rather than logic) that she hadn't found her 'soul mate' So ,according to Some 
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biologists bla bla 'Marriage is unnatural for mammals, including humans'. Oh 

Please!  

 

The fact that blind people exist doesn't mean that people weren't designed to 

see. The same way the fact that we see every year failed marriages does not 

mean they are designed to live and thrive in Love as long as they exist. At 

least my Mom and Dad are a living proof. The truth is that there are far too 

many successful marriages. Ata Gel Kenseme Ena!  

 

I can understand this coming from a person with subjective moral values 

though and comparing, man's objective moral values with beast. What I mean 

by objective morality is like for Example: No culture or religion praises 

stealing or cheating .Therefore, there is a moral logic of natural law that exists 

objectively in the external world and among the relations of people to each 

other. This is the basis of all Laws in courts and all sense of right and wrong. 

We have Animal self and Spiritual self. Spiritual self is the superior one (If we 

allow it).  

 

What people think has nothing to do with the objectivity of any relationship. 

Right and wrong exist whether or not you believe it's right or wrong. I 

maintain that everyone knows the difference between right and wrong. We just 

justify our actions in our own head. This does nothing to disprove the reality 

of moral truths in this case, The institution of marriage.  

 

The purpose of relationship, as brute fact, is to share and receive love. Love 

completes us. Can words adequately describe the feeling of love? We know 
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deep down love exists. This is universal truth.  

 

Surely Marraige is natural.The cornerstone of society.It benefits and protects 

the children and the marraid coupls.I mean seriously who would want to see 

his mom and dad divorced just over the thought of "Hey!My marraige span is 

over with this femal mammale,i might as well find another.." SILLY! But this 

is excatly the irresponsible logic behind the idea of 'Marriage is unnatural for 

mammals, including humans'.So much to the world view of nihilist.Eze 

Wedahankum.  

 

“The purpose of relationship is not to have another who might complete you, 

but to have another with whom you might share your completeness." Neale 

Donald Walsch "You do not need to justify your love, you do not need to 

explain your love, you just need to practice your love. Practice creates the 

master." Miguel Ruiz 


